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Extreme typhoon wind speeds considering the random variation
in a full-scale observation
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ABSTRACT: In order to estimate the maximum wind speed under typhoon condition, random variation which
exists in a full-scale observation recon;l was evaluated. Taking accol,lnt of the random variation, a probabilistic
approach was proposed which can compute an extreme distribution of wind speed with the Monte-Carlo method.
It was found that the conventional method, which could not evaluate random variation, was apt to underestim~te

the maximum wind speed under typhoon condition. The results of the Monte-Carlo simulation by the proposed
approach agreed with the distribution that was obtained from observation records.

1. INTRODUCTION

Typhoon simulation based on the Monte~Carlo

method, developed by Russell[l] and modified by
many researchers[2][3], is often used to evaluate de
sign wind speed in typhoon-prone regions. In this
method, wind speed is indirectly derived from a
gradient of atmospheric pressure. Accuracy is de
pendent on two factors: the reality of the pressure
field generated by random number, and the wind
field estimation.

The Monte-Carlo simulation requires very huge
amount of calculation for. wind speed from given
pressure field. So, easy to calculate is required
as well as accurate for the wind field estimation.
In the early stage of the study, Russell[l] used
Graham and Nunn's empirical relation[5] between
pressure depth and maximum wind speed. It was
so simple as not to estimate wind direction. Tryg
gvason et al.[2] introduced gradient wind model de~
veloped by Myers and Malkin[6]. Theyesthnated

. wind direction as well as wind speed. After this
study, surface wind speed had been treated as re
lation with the gradient wind.

Analytical treatment between gradient wind and
surface wind for this kind of simulation employed
by Vickery et al.[7] and Meng et al.[8].

In this paper a wind field model developed by
Meng et al.[9] [10] has been employed and com
bined with calibration technique. By using this
procedure, there is good agreement with the ob
served wind speed and the calculated speed in a
time series. There is, however, underestimation of
the maximum wind speed by using the model, the

reason for which is not clear.
In this paper, this underestimation is investi

gated and a probabilistic approach .. is proposed
that enables estimation of maximum wind speed
during a typhoon, taking account of the random
variation of a full-scale observation. The Monte
Carlo simulation with extreme distribution is also
proposed. By using the proposed method, the un
derestimation will be eliminated.

2. TYPHOON MODEL

2.1 Pressure field model

The ,typhoon pressure model used he:r:e was pro..,
posed by Schloemet[4], which was expressed as
function of the distance from the typhoon center
r !!M.. p(r)=pc+Dpe- r (1)

where Pc is the central pressure of the typhoon; D p

is the pressure depth of the typhoon; and R M is
the radius of maximum.winds.

2.2 Wind field model

The typhoon wind field model used here was de
veloped by Meng et al.[9][10].

u(z) = uc(z/zc)o.u (2)

'Y(z) 'Yc + 'Ys(1.0 - OA~)1.1 (3)
Zc

The exponent index au, and gradient height zc,
are expressed as functions of the absolute vorticity
1>., and the surface Rosby number Ro>.(= ~).
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Figure 1: Chiba meteorological station

Table -1: Directional roughness length at Chiba
meteorological station

wind direction NNE NE ENE E
roughness length (m) 3 3 3 1

wind direction ,ESE SE SSE S
roughness length (m) 0.3 0.3 0.3 1-

wind direction SSW SW WSW W
roughness length (m) 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

wind direction WNW NW NNW N
roughness length (m) 1 3 5 3

Inflow angle, IS, is a function of the homogeneity
of vorticity, .;, and the surface Rosby number.
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Figure 2: Result of calibration

where er is the angle of typhoon moving direction
relative to eo (expressed as er = eT - Bo, where BT
is the moving direction of the typhoon); and C is
moving speed of the typhoon center.

au = 0.27 + 0.09 log ZQ + 0.018 log2 ZQ + 0.0016 log3 ZQ

zG = 0.06~(log RO>.)-1.45
, f>.

IS = (69 + 100~)(logRo>.)-1.l3

1>. = (a~:g + ~ + 1) 1/2 (2~+ 1) 1/2

~ = (2~ + If/2 j (a~:g + U:g+ 1)1/2

where 1 is the Cciriolis parameter.
The gradient wind speed UG, and direction IG

are given by;

Csiner - lr
2 + (c sin er - lr)2 rap+-

2 par
(7)

UG = JU;'g + uOg (4)

IG eo + tan-1
uogjUrg (5)

where eo is the direction to the observation site
from typhoon center(positive counter-clock wise);

u rg and uOg are radial and transverse component
ofthe gradient wind in cylindrical coordinate(r, e),
which is given by;

Urg = 0 (6)

2.3 Calibration with gradient wind

In the wind profile model, shown above, small
scale topography which little affects winddirec
tion can be treated as an equivalent roughness[8].
For large scale topography which affects both wind
speed and direction, calibration[ll] between ob
served wind and standard reference wind is effec
tive. In this study, gradient wind balanced with
the atmospheric pressure distribution is referred
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Figure 3 shows the relation between observed
wind speed and calculated wind speed, which is
in good agreement. Figure 4 shows the distribu
tion of residual value (UCAL - UOBS) with· a normal
probability density function having the same varia
tion. The residual value has a normal distribution.

Figure 5: Time series of wind speed (T9119)

Tokyo bay in the south and a big city in the north.
Roughness length for each direction was set as Ta
ble 1. These lengths were decided from the ap
pearance of the ground surface. .

Observed wind speed records from 1966 to 1993
were acquired from the meteorological station.
The 1966 to 1990 data set consists of 10-minute av
eraged wind speed for every 3 hour, while the 1991
to 1993 data set consists of one for every hour.

Calibration between observed wind speed and
computed wind speed was conducted. Figures 2(a)
and (b) show the results of calibration and it pro-
vides wind speed ratio and wind direction differ
ence for equations (8) and (9).

Using the results of calibration (bold lines in Fig
ures 2(a) and (b) ) as wind speed ratio R(,c), and
wind direction difference D(,c), wind speed dur
ing a typhoon was calculated from equations (1) -
(9).

(8)
(9)

Rhc)u(z)
D(,c) +,(z)

UCAL

,CAL

O'-'-'._"---"-'----'---'-----"''''"'"'e--'
-12 -8 -4 0 4 8 /2

U ORS- U CAL (m/s)

~""-l 0./
0....

3. EVALUATED SITE DESCRIPTION AND
OBSERVED DATA SET

Figure 1 shows a map of the Chiba meteorO
logical station. The station is located between

where R(,c) and D(,c) are the wind speed ra
tio and wind direction difference between observed
wind and gradient wind, respectively (function of
gradient wind direction).

to as "standard reference wind".
By using the Meng model with directional rough

ness length Zo (,) and taking the results of cali
bration into consideration, wind speed during ty-

• phoons are evaluated by the following equations.
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Figure 6: Time series of typhoon wind speed

.,Wind speed fluctuation for 10-minute averaged
.wind speed occurs at random, independent of
time.

Fj(u) is the probability distribution function of
the 10-minute averaged wind speed. Referring to
Figure 4, normal distribution is used here.

where N(x, a2
) is normal distribution whoseav

erage and standard deviation are x and a, respec
tively. Probability density function h(u).of FT(u)

"

(11)

(10)

the fluctuation in pressure even for 10-minute av
eraged wind speed.. In order to evaluate such fluc
tuation, random variation of wind speed is con
sidered and a probabilistic approach is proposed
which could compute an extreme wind speed dis
tribution.

The extreme distribution of the maximum wind
speed is expressed as equation (10) under the fol-
lowing assumptions: .

• Calculated wind speeds evaluated by equations
(1) - (9) have good agreement except for the
fluctuation

4.2 Extreme distribution of the maximum wind
speed

It is hard to use a more complex function for the
pressure field, because there is not enough data for
time and space. In the real observed record, the
wind speed have a random fluctuation caused by

4. MAXIMUM WIND SPEED ESTIMATION
TAKING WIND SPEED FLUCTUATION INTO
ACCOUNT

4.1 Comparison ofcalculated and observed wind
speeds

Figure 5 shows time series of calculated and ob
serves wind speeds. The calculated values appear
to have a good agreement with the observation
while there are some fluctuations in the observed
records. These fluctuations have not been evalu
ated in the calculations. One of the reasons for not
taking into account the fluctuations was the sim
plicity of the pressure field. In this method, atmo
spheric pressure is fitted into an empirical model
by Schloemer[4]. As shows in equation 1, the pres
sure model is expressed as a simple function of
relative distance from the center of the typhoon,
pressure depth and maximum wind speed radius.
The pressure model is simple enough not to ex
press small-scale fluctuation. Wind speed calcu
lated from such simple pressure fields is smoother
than the observed wind speed.
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Table 2: Probability distribution of pressure pa-"
rameters

46.6eo.280N(O,1) 50.8eo.334N(O,1)

134.0eO.750N(O,1) 109.0eO.771N(O,1)

15.0e0.436N(O,1) 11.1eo.596N(O,1)

perpendicular to Omin
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Figure 7: Relation of maximum wind speeds

is defined as

N(O,l): standard normal distribution, uni(O,l): uniform

distribution, [LN]: log normal, [PO]: Poisson, [PLJ: polyno

mial

• CASE (b): taking into consideration the ef
fect of wind speed f[uc~uationon the expected
value VE, of the distribution obtained from
equation (10)

VE = Juh(u)du

Figures 7(a) and (b)show the maximum wind
speed during typhoons. Figure 7(a) shows a com
parison between observed wind speed and calcu
lated speed, where random variation· is not taken
into account, while in Figure 7(b) the random fluc
tuation is considered.

It is clear that maximum wind speed in a ty
phoon is well estimated with little. bias by the
model in which the random fluctuation is taken
into account.· .

d
h(u) = duFT(u) (12)

5. DISTRIBUTION OF ANNUAL MAXIMUM
WIND SPEED

Figures 6(a) and (b) show examples of calcu
lated and observed wind speed. In these figures
probability density functions evaluated by equa
tion (12) and observed maximum wind speeds are
also shown.

To estimate the effect of equations (10) - (12),
the results of the two cases described below are
compared.

- CASE (a): without taking the effect of wind
speed fluctuation into consideration in the
maximum wind speed calculated by equations
(1)-(9)

Distribution of the annual maximum wind speed
is computed by the Monte-Carlo simulation taking
account of an extreme distribution of wind speed
during a typhoon.

The distribution of annual maximum wind speed
is given by the following equation.

FA(u) = In F(u > Vln)f(n)dn (13)

where n = {Dp,RM,C,(}T,m,Tmin,(}min} are
probability valuables describing typhoon pressure
field, annual number of occurrence and position of
occurrence. They are pressure depth of typhoon
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Figure 8: Tracks of typhoons around the site

center Dp , radius of maximum winds RM , mov
ing speed C, moving direction Br , annual number
of occurrence m, and nearest position of typhoon
center (rmin, Bmin ). F(u> Via) is the probability
of occurrence of u > V conditional upon the occur
rence of event a and f (a) is the density function
of a.

In order to obtain the integration of equation
(13), the Monte-Carlo simulation was conducted.
To reflect the effect of the wind speed fluctuation
obtained above in the simulation, the following
steps are proposed.

1. Generating the amount of probability valu
ables a for Nr years, based on random num
ber reflecting their stochastic characteristics

2. Calculating the extreme distributions of the k
th typhoon wind in the i-th year iFTk(U), ac
cording to equation (10)

3. Obtaining the annual maximum distribution
from equation (14) .

(14)

The distribution of annual maximum wind speed
caused by typhoons at the Chiba meteorological
station is calculated along the proposed steps.

Figure 8 shows tracks of typhoons which passed
inside the 500km radius of the site center cir-
cle. Typhoons are divided into two groups accord- ~"

ing their nearest direction from the site. One is
the group which moves on the Pacific Ocean side,
whose nearest direction ranges from -135°to 67.5°.
Stochastic characteristics of each group are shown
in table 2.

Following the table, the Monte-Carlo simulation
was conducted. The simulation year Nr was set
at 10000.

Figure 9 shows the results of the simulation. A
Hazen plot of observed annual wind speed caused
by typhoons and result of conventional method
(without fluctuation) are juxtaposed on the figure.

The proposed method that reflects wind speed
fluctuation showed larger wind speed than did the
conventional method in all ranges of return period
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•

and showed good agreement with the plots of ob
servation. In return periods of 5 year or less, the
difference is especially pronounced.

6. CONCLUSION

1. In order to evaluate the maximum wind speeds
during typhoons, a probabilistic approach has
been proposed that takes account .of the ran
dom variation of a full-scale observation.

2. It was found that the conventional method,
which does not evaluate random variation,
was apt to underestimate the maximum wind
speed during a typhoon.

3. The results of the Monte-Carlo simulation by
the proposed approach had good agreement
with the distribution that was obtained from
the observation records.
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